
As authors, poets and readers we will be: 
 

Writing to Entertain – narrative descriptions 
from pictures 
Writing to Entertain – Dialogue from videos 
Writing to inform – Reports linked to Anglo-
Saxon life 
Writing to persuade – Advertising brochure A/S 
house  

As historians and geographers we will be: 
 

Learning about the Anglo-Saxon invasions, 
settlements and kingdoms including their daily 

life and religion. 
 

We will be  improving our mapping skills on a 
range of UK based maps. 

As Scientists we will be: 
 

Investigating how light is needed in 
order to see things, how light is      

reflected from surfaces and      
exploring how shadows are formed 
by light being blocked by objects 

 
Investigating how sounds are made, 

learning how vibrations from 
sounds travel and  exploring      

patterns of pitch. 

As artists and designers we will be: 
 

Exploring portraits and the Pop Art style of 
Andy Warhol. 

 

We shall be designing and making our own       
musical instruments. 

As computer users we will be: 
 

Learning how to search and use       
information from the world wide web 
and use this to present what we have 
been learning through words, pictures 

and sounds. 
 

As mathematicians we will be: 
 

Concentrating on place value and problem solving 
using all 4 operations in the context of real life 

situations.  
 

It is now an expectation that year 4 children will 
know all the times tables and the Government 
plan to implement the statutory year 4, times  

tables check in June of 2023. 
Please could you  practice these at home with 

your child. 

As active kids we will be: 
 

Learning our traditional Sword Dance, having golf 
coaching from Ivan (3 weeks) followed by netball 

skills. 
 

Children will need an outdoor PE kit on Fridays. 
Please send their PE kits in on Mondays and they 

will then come home in them on Fridays. 
 

If they have pierced ears, then they will need 
to remove their studs during PE, or  cover 

them with tape - supplied from home. 

As good citizens we will be: 
 

Thinking about generosity and thankfulness and 
how we can be both generous and thankful in our 

daily lives. 
 

We shall look at working as a class TEAM and   
responsibilities and thinking positively to       

promote good self esteem and mental health. 

As a community of faith we will be: 
 

Looking at why it is good to remember and ways 
that remembering is celebrated through         

religious and secular festivals. Later, we shall be 
looking at the importance of Mary in the   

Christmas story and epiphany. 
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If you have any questions, then 
please contact me via class dojo 
messages in the first instance. 

Thank you. 
 

Mrs Wardell and Mrs Holdsworth 

As linguists we will be: 
 

Learning about greetings, numbers and colours in 
French. 


